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Although the parental data are not
available, I rectified to a chart time of
19:33:08 GMT.
It is the only time possible.
birth time
1h34m pm. + 6 hours
= 7h34m pm.
or 19h34m GMT
1h34m pm.
= 13h34 pm. + 6
= 19h:34m GMT
The Sun in Cancer leads to the rectification code
AR+SU-MC = AS/AR
which applies to the Sun Signs Ge, Cc,
Sg and Cp.
Interpolation of the time to 19:33:08 GMT
shows
AR+SU-MC = 6°12' Pisces = 336°12 in 360°
= 21°11'49" in 22°30 modus
AR/AS
= 21°11'49 Capricorn = 291°12 in 260° = 21°11'49" in 22°30 modus
This main axis of the chart indicates the planetary structure for suicide :
AR^AS = SU/MA = SU/UR = MA/UR = MA/HA = SA/SA = AD/AD = AR/SA = AS/SA = AS/AS
MA/HA=SA - suicide;
AR/SA=UR - sudden death;
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On August 11, 2014
the Solar Arc directed SU is on this
main axis and also is the Node.
However, we must remember that these
two factors were on this axis also 22,5
years ago, namely on the 22°30 axis
before.
The Node even was conjunct Admetos.
AD is on a 90° angle to the axis AR^AS
The directed factor from one 22°30 axis
to the next always leaves open a speculative option.
Therefore, I rely on the conjunction of a
directed factor to a radix factor, which
in this case is ADd = VUr. A conjunction like this occurs only once in life.
Prior to AD, also KR and HA were
going conjunct VU. Hence the VU-axis
was activated before, and two times.
The cloue is the axis which is formed by
the two factors involved which are
ADmedos and VUulkanus.
Therefore, the AD^VU axis is the
relevant axis at this time. And this axis
contains another formula for suicide,
with the decisive factor MC/MC on it,
in 90°, or D4, (division 4).
AD^VU = MA/PL = SA/NE = AS/NE
= AS/AD = SA/AD
= MC/MC = ME/ME
MA/PL=SA - suicide;
MA/PL=ME - think of suicide;
AS/NE = AS/AD
NE/AD - change from one aggregate to
another; (poison; drugs; alcohol;)
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On August 11, 2014
MCt is on this axis ADr^VUr.
ADr^VUr
= MCt/MCt
= MEt/MEt
= ASt/SUt = SUt/ADt
= ARt/ADt = HAt/ADt
= AS/tSAt = SAt/URt
= ARt/ASt !!
AR/AD, SU/AD - death;

r - radix
t - transit
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